About Us
Here at JG Innovations Inc.,iwe’re real people with real
solutions for your concealment needs. As a marketplace
leader in the interior steel soffit products, we possess the
expertise required to efficiently handle your unique piping
and mechanical enclosure specifications. Beginning with
free design aid and competitive budgetary quotes, JG
Innovations delivers the commitment necessary to take
your next project from conception to completion. Our
clients can expect to receive the quality-fabricated and
powder coated, interior soffit system required to get the
job done right and on time.
Staffed with licensed, professional engineers and skilled
tradesmen, JG Innovations is also a reliable partner you
can trust for your speciality engineered fabrications.
Provided with a copy of your shop drawings, we guarantee
nothing less than precision craftsmanship in a timely
manner. We are a detailed-oriented company equipped
with the resources to handle even the most complex of
architectural products. From column wrapping to escalator
panels, JG Innovations’ extensive experience with sheet
metal and aluminum provides the solutions your job
requires.
Please contact our sales team toll-free at
1-888-933-2248 or email sales@JGIUS.com for further
information.
Choose JG Innovations as the fabrication source for your
next project. We go to work for you....

P.O. Box 8128 Janesville, WI 53547-8128
1-888-We-Fab-It www.JGIUS.com

As the popular adage goes, “The best defense is a
good offense”. At JG Innovations Inc.,iwe recognize
that the ability to prevent strikes against your facility’s
life safety and mechanical systems is essential for
maintaining the upper hand. When you need the surety
of 24/7 armament, select our ‘Enforcer’ Security Soffits
to buffer susceptible mechanicals from assault.

Safeguarding your exposed mechanicals with our resilient
‘Enforcer’ line strategically gives you the advantage by
preventing damages, tampering or placement of hidden
contraband around-the-clock. Constructed to withstand
the most rugged of environments, ‘Enforcer’ Security
Soffits steadily harbor any combination of exposed Fire
Sprinkler, Plumbing and Hydronic Piping, HVAC or
Electrical Systems.

Varied facility configurations can generate the potential for
multiple soffit silhouettes. JG Innovations arms you with
the fit-fortified ‘Enforcer’ soffit system required by
supplying the following common profiles:

L-Shield

Bow-Shield

J-Shield

Slope Top-Shield

U-Shield

Soft Edge-Shield

...along with custom requests!

When you defend your vulnerable mechanicals with
‘Enforcer’ Security Soffits, we equip you with the fullycustomized enclosure shield necessitated by your facility.
While finishes such as paintgrip (unfinished ZincGalvanneal dipped steel), primed and powder coated
whites are typically selected, custom color options are
also available. Not quite what you’re looking for? The
‘Enforcer’ line is offered in a reflective stainless steel
option as well.

Protecting combinations of industrial grade mechanical
systems demand flexibility without compromising
durability. Our ‘Enforcer’ Security Soffits provide just that.
Rather than force you into a few limited sizes, JG
Innovations fabricates our interior soffit systems in the
exact dimensions your project calls for. Equipped with
your mechanical’s dimensions, we deliver your made-toorder ‘Enforcer’ Security Soffits within 2-3 weeks
nationwide. Entrusting ‘Enforcer’ soffits to keep watch of
your mechanicals certifies they’ll be shielded with stoic
appeal.

Does your facility require
a fail-safe method to
‘Enforce’ protection of life
safety and mechanical
systems? Enlist our sales
team by calling
1-888-933-2248 or email
sales@JGIUS.com for
further details.

